**Jake Bernstein | Newsletters**

**Jake Bernstein’s Futures Trading Letter**
1 yr $895- $299  

**Bernstein on Stocks**
Get Jake’s sage stock advice and specific recommendations every week. Available by internet access -- no physical copy mailed.  
1 yr $560- $190  

**Candlelight Futures Newsletter**
Marilyn Kinney’s Japanese candlestick analysis, charting methods, commentary & specific market picks.  
1 yr $375- $149  

**Commitment of Traders (COT) Newsletter**
Jake’s “Commitment of Traders’ analysis and forecast (COT), is a weekly examination and study of Commitment of Trader Data, discussing current traders trends and market information, as well as profit maximizing strategies.  
1 yr $495- $195  

**Newsletter Megadeal**
All the above newsletters.  
$2325 $695  

**Jake Bernstein Webinars | Trading Tools**

**The 4 Best Timing Triggers**  
$89- $44  
Presented by Jake Bernstein 1/05/08  
...and how to use them to your advantage.  
90 minutes of rock-solid, totally objective guidance...complete with examples and rules.  

**21 Tools for Consistent Trading Success**  
-$69 $34  
Presented by Jake Bernstein 7/09/08  
Learn Jake Bernstein’s ‘21 Tools for Market Success’  
Learn tools and triggers, as well as rules for organizing your trades and investments. A must for the serious trader.  

**Get Your Market Mojo Back Webinar**  
-$448 $74  
Presented by Jake Bernstein 11/08/08  
While trading success isn’t magical, it seems that way when you know how to do it. So get your trading MOJO back! Or if you never had it learn how to get it! In addition I will teach you the following powerful behavioral techniques that you can apply to vastly improve your market mojo.  

**Profit Maximizing Strategies**  
$480 $94  
Presented by Jake Bernstein 2/26/09  
2-1/2 hours dedicated exclusively to the ever present need to maximize profits and minimize losses. Illustrating logical, sensible, simple and intelligent methods to minimize risk and to maximize profits in short-term, intermediate-term and long-term trading in futures, Forex and stocks. Highly specific, logical and rational strategies designed to work with virtually any trading approach.
Market volatility can frequently create opening gaps in stock and commodity prices. This webinar discusses how gaps can be used as trading and timing indicators.

Has market volatility scared you out or stopped you out repeatedly? Have the large margin requirements limited your positions and position size? Do you want HIGH ODDS and consistency? TRADE SPREADS...

• What is a Spread? Clear & Concise Definitions
• The six best reasons to trade spreads now!
• Trade spreads and sleep well
• Why the pro’s trade spreads
• The distinct margin advantage of spreads
• The two major kinds of spreads for futures traders
• How to find and time the best seasonal & non-seasonal spreads
• My list of recommended spreads to follow
• How to spot and find lower risk and lower margin spreads
• My list of the top ten seasonal trades
• Order entry and exit for spreads: How to, & what not to trade

How major cycles in the futures markets can be applied to long term investment decisions.
Jake Bernstein Webinars | Forecasts

**Investing in China Webinar** $69—$34
Presented by Jake Bernstein 12/09/09

What happens in China will significantly impact ALL THE MARKETS WORLDWIDE.
While many investors, professional and individual have flocked to China as the new area of huge profits, there are some SERIOUS and GROWING risks in the Chinese markets, and these risks are not only financial but political as well!

**Go For the Gold and Silver** $99—$49
Presented by Jake Bernstein 9/8/09

• When to get long Gold, Silver & Mining Stocks - seasonal moves.
• When I say exactly - I mean exactly to the day!
• Five mining stocks that could double or triple quickly.
• Two options strategies to reduce your risk dramatically
• A play in palladium that could be even better than gold or silver.
• The near-term and long-term price & trend forecasts, and more.

**My 6 Top Picks for the Next Big Moves** $89 $44
Presented by Jake Bernstein 4/12/08

* Which markets are likely to make the next explosive moves
* What timing triggers I will use to TIME ENTRY
* How high or low prices could go
* WHY I think these moves are coming
* WHEN I see these moves coming
* 6 Stocks you CAN trade as alternatives to these markets, and
* EXACTLY what to look for as LEADING INDICATORS

**Urgent Timing** $129—$64
Presented by Jake Bernstein 9/15/08

Crashes create opportunities...specifics with timing, projections and strategies.

**Urgent Timing: Update** $129—$64
Presented by Jake Bernstein 9/27/08

Forecasts without timing are meaningless. Jake shows you his timing triggers designed to take advantage of the market lows he has been expecting in late 2008.

**The Coming Commodity Collapse** $449 $74
Presented by Jake Bernstein 3/01/08

Jake Bernstein went on record well before the current collapse with specific recommendations and warnings that the markets were not well. His warnings were clear and unhedged. This is a must have for any trader who wants to see the accuracy of Jake’s work and above all, how he reached his amazing conclusions.

**Commodity Collapse Update** $65—$32
Presented by Jake Bernstein 3/09/08

Once Jake’s forecasts about the commodity collapse came true, he provided an update and further roadmap to the trend in this very important webinar.

**On the Precipice of Major Change** $89—$44
Presented by Jake Bernstein 11/10/07

This was Jake Bernstein’s first warning of a coming commodity market top. It’s now market history! See what Jake said before the market crashed, and learn how and why he made his amazing prediction.
**Jake Bernstein Webinar Mega-Deal**

All end of year sale webinars listed here. **$2862** $989

---

**Jake Bernstein Webinars | On Demand**

*Get the tools you'll need for success in the futures markets!*

You’ll be able to print out the examples, charts, a synopsis of ‘rules’ and be able to replay the webinars.

This is a great way to learn Futures and Stock Trading -- study at your own pace and in the convenience of your own home or office with ON DEMAND viewing.

Just click on the links provided with your order confirmation, and the audi/visual recording will stream to your computer!

---

To order Jake Bernstein’s Webinars and Newsletters* go to:


or call the office: Ph 831-430-0600, or circle and fax selections to Fax 831-430-0800

*Offer expires 1/15/2011

---

If you would like to use your 2Fer Cash Card for this purchase, click here

Name________________________________________
E-mail________________________________________
Phone________________________________________
Address_______________________________________
City___________________________________________
State_________________________________________
Zip/Postal Code_______________________________
Credit Card ____________________________ MC VISA AMEX DISCOVER
Exp._____

---

Follow Jake Bernstein on Twitter @drtrade

www.twitter.com/drtrade
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PO Box 67367 | California 95060